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Managing Mobility and More

Keeping Projects 
Moving

Construction

CHALLENGES
The construction company had over 50 wireless 
billing accounts on multiple carriers that were not 
taking advantage of pooled data and needed help 
consolidating the billing. They also needed help with 
coding the wireless bills for their Accounts Payable 
Reporting. internal resources were limited and each 
location managed the devices differently.

OUR SOLUTION
OVATION consolidated 50 wireless billing accounts 
down to 4 accounts, provided an audit/optimization 
on carrier/contracted rate plans. We optimized all 
voice, data, features and provided monthly dashboard 
reporting to managers. After billing was under control, 
OVATION assisted with the day-to-day tasks and 
handled all the support of the employees’ devices to 
keep all construction projects moving forward.

THE RESULT: $8 MILLION SAVED
• Consolidation of accounts
• Ongoing control of wireless expenses
• Visibility of usage with Dashboard Reporting
• Accounts Payable Reporting
• Saved 34% on initial audit
• Have saved another $7 Million for ongoing 

management
• No downtime for employees at job sites because 

they always have working devices
• Alleviated admin time to manage thousands 

of devices

USE CASE
A national construction company with 
over 10K employees, 400 locations, 1,500 
motor vehicles plus rail assets and over 
7,000 mobile devices.

In construction, if mobile devices are not 
working properly for crews, it costs time 
and money for the company when jobs are 
at a standstill.

A full optimization and audit of wireless 
expense billing is crucial as a stepping-
stone to gain control and maintain tight 
delivery schedules.

WHY OVATION?
OVATION has been providing Managed Mobility 
Services for business of all sizes for over 20 years. 
Our unmatched carrier domain experience along 
with our track record of solving complex wireless 
mobility problems allow us to help businesses keep 
moving forward.
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